
Plant Time Genetics 
Seed Packs of 10 regular sex seeds ($40 each pack) 

Buy 2 packs of seeds, get 1 pack free!

Radio Active Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid
- Mined Flayer (Stonemason x Monkey Balls) x Chem 1 x SSDD.  The purple indica 
monster Mined Flayer with it’s big sturdy yields mixed up with the Chem 1 x SSDD male 
from Bodhi, bringing in some Chem sativa influence.  Very vigorous with a lot of potential 
in this one.

Let’s Go Mostly Sativa 9-10 weeks f1 hybrid 
- Sannie’s Jack #8 x Too Buku.  Let’s Go is an appropriate name for this cross as the 
plants will jump out of the pots on you and once you consume them, you’ll be saving 
“let’s go.”  Sativa rush with big yields from both parents should result in some interesting 
phenos here.

High Maintenance Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
King’s Banner XIII x Kashmir Azad.  Awesome OG meets the male Kashmir Azad, due to 
dish out some dense OG flavors with some greasiness.  Everyone is working with this 
Kashmir line now for a reason.  It brings out really cool traits in everything it touches.  

Load Off 50/50 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Pineapple Thai x Monkey Balls.  This is our attempt to bring a more sedative quality to 
the Pineapple Thai to hopefully increase the hash yields.  Pineapple leaners and the 
ones we’re looking for here and they should stand out soon, even in veg, with a quick 
stem rub.  If your fingers smell sweet, you got it!  

Final Curtain Indica 9 weeks f1 hybrid 
- Monkey Balls #6 x Kashmir Azad.  Purple musky nugs of pure indica power collide with 
the awesome Kashmir line here.  Expect some super dark phenos with quick vegging 
and fast flowering vigor.  

Grease Pit Mostly Indica 9-10 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
- Granny Skunk #4 x Kashmir Azad.  Granny brings the funk and Kashmir brings the 
grease.  Skunk indica lovers are going to have fun with this one.  

Waddle Hybrid 9-10 weeks f1 hybrid 
- Big Sur Holy Weed #2 x Kashmir Azad.  Both these strains have get lost in your 
daydream kind of magic to them.  Expect some awesome hybrid like highs and some 
vigor.  Purple phenos too.

Pineapple OG v2 Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Pineapple Thai x Triangle Kush x Iraqi. Plants Time Genetics’ first release of the Fast 
Forward Series, is a Remix of an old crowd favorite, the Pineapple OG. The pineapple 
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terps from the PT come through perfectly with OG like terps. Basically, a terp salad 
made in heaven. 

Carpet Ride Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
- Purple Monkey Ghani x Triangle Kush x Iraqi Ranya. Jump on the magic carpet for a 
carpet ride in OKC. Purple Afghan goodness collides here with the TK x Iraqi male. 
Expect nice yields and some colorful phenos. 

OG What Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
- OG Jack #11 x Triangle Kush x Iraqi Ranya. Bringing out some nice stuff here to the 
OG party, hold your horses because this should have some get up. OG Jack is a 
powerful sativa like take on the Tahoe OG and combining this to the kushy TK x Iraqi 
should bring bigger plants and some nice yields of OG goodness. 

Poof Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Too Buku x Kashmir Azad.

Looney Slightly Indica 9-10 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Buku Ghani x Kashmir Azad.

Fuck Shit Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Oil Spill x Kashmir Sunshine

Glassy Nole Mostly Sativa 10-12 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Manipur x Kashmir Sunshine

Hazey Train Mostly Sativa 10-13 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Oldtimer’s Haze x Kashmir Sunshine

Champagne Campaign Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Crippy x Kashmir Sunshine

Shaboom Slightly Indica 8-9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- 21 Candles x Kashmir Sunshine

Lean Mostly Indica 8-9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Purp5 x TK x Iraqi Ranya

Pineapple OG v2 Slightly Sativa 8-9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Pineapple Thai x TK x Iraqi Ranya

Green Daze Slightly Sativa 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Love Triangle #24 x ’95 Silver Haze

Let’s Go Mostly Sativa 9-10 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Sannie’s Jack #8 x Too Buku

Ghani Buku Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Kandahar Afghani x Too Buku
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